
Labelling Intervals for Praat Analysis 

(Ryan Lidster, 2017) 

1. “Read from file” the .wav in Praat (as a normal file first so Praat doesn’t crash. You’ll need to open it in 
“open long form” before you run the script, but do that just before you run the script) 
 

 
 

2. While the file is selected, click “Annotate – To TextGrid” 
 

 
 
  



3. Choose how many tiers you want. Typically, it will be just one tier, which you can call anything, like 
“words.”  “Point tiers” mark single moments, which can be useful for highlighting a specific point in the 
soundfile that’s interesting, or getting f0 peaks, and so on, but for the most part, unless you’re doing 
something very specific, most of your tiers will not be point tiers.  This is an example with two tiers, one 
for “words” and one for “segments,” neither of which are point tiers. 

 

 
 

4. Select both the text grid and the sound file at the same time, and click “View & Edit” 
 

 
 
  



5. Make and label your intervals.  In this case, I’m going to just do one word. While the tier you want is
highlighted in yellow, click and drag to select your interval on the oscillogram (the sound wave itself).

6. In order to ensure that the beginning and the end of your intervals are at zero crossings, while the 
interval is highlighted, press “CTRL comma” and “CTRL period” (at least on Windows). Those two 
commands will move the beginning and end of your interval, respectively, to the nearest zero crossing. 
Alternatively, you can do this later by moving the boundaries (explained in the next step).

7. Press ENTER to create boundaries, and then put in the code for that word. You decide what code to 
give your sound files, but a file with the names should be saved somewhere with an explanation. 

I want to outline a word, so I 
have the “words” tier selected 

Click and drag over the interval here 

There are different ways to decide 
when words or segments begin or end, 
few of which are inherently superior, 
but some might better fit your 
purposes. Depending on how specific 
you need to be, check with existing 
literature on related research 
questions and/or ask others. If you’re 
working in groups, always document 
and confirm with each other for 
consistency. In general, though, all 
intervals should begin and end at zero 
crossings. (otherwise you get strange 
click sounds and inconsistent 
measurements) 

If you didn’t press CTRL+, and CTRL+. 
when you made the boundaries, you 
can make sure by clicking on the 
boundary (it’s highlighted now in red) 
and then going to Boundary -> “Move 
to nearest zero crossing” to do that 
manually.  Note that you can also 
remove boundaries in this same drop-
down menu if you made a mistake. 
Also note that this only moves one 
boundary at a time, so you’ll need to 
move the end of the interval to the 
nearest zero crossing, too, if you 
forgot. 



8. Make sure you don’t put spaces or punctuation or anything else in any of the “blank” parts of the grid, or
it will think that’s a word. Also, make sure not to put spaces before or after the code.

9. Repeat the process for any other tiers that you might have, and all other intervals you have for that sound
file.  (Here’s an example of adding segments to the word)

 

In this example, my code for this word is 
“a_tiki,” but you should have a separate 
file where the list of sound file names is 
explained so that you remember what 
goes in each file. Try to have the sound 
file names as transparent as possible, 
but realize that many versions of other 
experiment software such as DMDX 
have character limits on soundfile 
names, sometimes as short as 8 
characters, so try to be concise. 

You can check whether there are 
spaces, or click to the middle of the 
text and edit things in the text bar, as 
well 

Very often, it can be helpful just to add one boundary at a 
time, instead of selecting both the beginning and end at the 
same time with an interval. In that case, just click where you 
want the boundary to go on the oscillogram, and click CTRL+0 
(zero) to move the cursor to the nearest zero crossing, and 
then press enter with the desired tier selected. You’ll want to 
make sure to be consistent with your research group about 
whether you choose upward or downward zero crossings 
when there’s appreciable amplitude (if the wave is barely 
present, it doesn’t really make a difference). Neither upward 
or downward is inherently better, but I’ve personally found 
upward to be easier to use for deciding when aspiration ends, 
for example, since typically the sound dips after aspiration. 



10. Once you’re done—and regularly throughout because Praat crashes—go to “File – Save text grid as
text file” and put that somewhere meaningful (CTRL+s also works). No changes are made to the sound 
file while you’re editing the text grid, so don’t worry about messing up the sound file. It’s only the text 
grid that needs to be saved, since that’s what the Praat script uses to get all of the acoustic 
measurements, or to make decisions about where to cut and make new files, etc.

Now I have a word and segments labeled. In 
practice, most of the time, the segments will also 
have some sort of code name given to them to 
indicate which word it was, by which speaker, etc.  
So, instead of just “t,” it would probably say 
“a_t.tiki1” or something like that. That’s up to you to 
decide, but otherwise, if you later cut out those files 
or try to run a script on those segments, it will be 
difficult to figure out which measurements go to 
which segment. 



11. Also, please mark down everything you had questions on or had to make a “judgment” call on in a text 
file or Word document, or somewhere people have it. You can call it “Annotations for soundfiles 
[experimentname_speaker]” or something like that. Treat yourself like a 5-year-old with dementia. You 
will forget why you made decisions later, and some reviewer always asks about how you decided to do 
[some random thing], so, it’s good to have notes. There is no such thing as “too much annotation.” 

 
 

Running a Praat Script 
 

1. You can close out everything if your desktop is cluttered. Praat doesn’t require anything to be open, so 
as long as your textgrid has been saved, you’re good to go.  Some scripts will allow you to use the sound 
file read into Praat normally, but other scripts, and especially the “saved labelled intervals to separate 
.wav files” scripts, will almost always require you to read in the long form sound file. Do this only when 
you’re ready to get sound files, because otherwise it’s a lot of data and can make Praat more likely to 
crash. 

 
 

2. Open your Praat script by reading it as a file. 
 

 
 
  



3. Your Praat script will open in its own separate window.  It should, if it’s well written, explain what it
does and what you need to do. In this case, I opened the “save labeled intervals to wav sound files” Praat 
script written by Mietta Lennes and modified by Danielle Daidone, which is particularly nice because it 
excludes all empty labels and accidental space bars or line breaks that otherwise take a long time to find.

4. Do what the script requires. In this case, that means selecting both the TextGrid and the LongSound file
in the Praat Objects window, both of which have to have identical names, and then going into the Praat
script window and clicking “Run -> Run” or alternatively, CTRL+R

Explanations. Yay! 



5. It will ask you which interval tier you want to cut up. We had 2 interval tiers, and I want to do the first 
one, “words,” which is just “1.”  You could in principle, though, select any tier. If you only have one 
tier, still just put “1.”  You don’t need to put the name of the tier, though.  You’ll almost always start 
from the first interval and go to “0,” the end of the sound file. This script will only cut sound files where 
there’s some sort of name in the interval, so if things are blank, the script will ignore it. For that reason, 
you can relax if you create spurious intervals somewhere that you don’t want to use, or that you want to 
label at some later time, perhaps.  Choose a folder to put this in, including a final backslash “\” where 
all the sound files are going to go.  It’s really a big pain if you end up putting 3820961 files onto the 
desktop, so make sure that you have a folder ready to put these into.  “Prefix” can be useful if you want 
to add a code for speaker or for time of the recording, for example, without having to do that in the 
textgrid itself. Suffixes are also useful for the same purpose.  In this case, though, I don’t need either of 
those, so I just click okay. 

 

 
 

6. It will tell you how many files it’s about to save. That should be the same as you intended. Click 
“Continue,” and then you should be good to go! 

 

Wherever you want. 
Doesn’t need to be on the 
Desktop, but I would 
recommend not directly 
saving to a Cloud storage 
like “Box”, since that can 
crash. You can always 
upload the files to the 
Cloud later. 

Get the folder location, 
and then remember that 
final backslash, which you 
usually have to type in. 

Success!  Normally, you’ll save 
many, many more than 1 file at a 
time this way. 


